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Overview of the
tech/solution

Digital Ticketing System offers ticket sales service on mobile app and web portal. Purchased tickets are
to be flashed to either a bus conductor or an operator in a station, or to be scanned at QR code reader
for the purpose of ticket validation. In addition to ticket sales, the complex and comprehensive mobility
information can be provided such as journey planner, real-time bus location and so forth, which motivates
citizens using the public transportation leveraged by better user experience.
Digital Ticketing System streamlines the system deployment period compare to that of AFC system. On
the other hand, AFC system integrated Digital Ticketing System can support highly complex transport
network and fare scheme.
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Which problem can the
tech/solution solve?

Traffic/Mobility 〇 Energy ×

Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries × Environment ×
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Housing × ICT 〇 Others（Free Writing）
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/

Solution

Tech/Solution Name Digital Ticketing System

Which field does the
tech/solution contribute to? Quality Infrastructure and Smart City

"Quality Infrastructure"

Which category can the
tech/solution be applied to?

Road/Bridge × Port ×

Public transportation

Airport ×

Water and Sewage ×
Power generation
/Energy
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Company Name NEC Corporation Manufacturing / System Integrator

Website https://www.nec.com/
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Website of the project https://www.nec.com/en/case/scadl/index.html
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Note
(Award etc.)

other case studies;

・Hiroshima, Japan；
https://jpn.nec.com/press/201912/20191225_01.html
https://jpn.nec.com/press/202101/20210118_02.html

Case Study

Country India

City Ahmedabad

Project name Smart Transportation

Project Overview

NEC has successfully delivered Digital Ticketing System integrated with AFC System together with bus
operation management systems, supporting over 1,000 fleet of bus and BRT and approximately 160 BRT
stations located in Ahmedabad, India, realizing cashless fare collection.
Passengers can scan and validate the QR code ticket displayed on mobile app at an automatic gate or
on-board validator, which was purchased prior to travel.
Based on the data fetched from the bus operation systems introduced by NECin parallel, the real-time
bus location are provided via mobile app, which resulted in the reduction of passenger dwell time at a bus
stop/BRT station. Additionally, passengers enjoy the benefit of integrated journey planner service
covering both bus and BRT services.
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